ABSTRACT. In Part I of this paper we studied the irregularities of distribution of binary sequences relative to short arithmetic progressions. First we introduced a quantitative measure for this property. Then we studied the typical and minimal values of this measure for binary sequences of a given length. In this paper our goal is to give constructive bounds for these minimal values.
Introduction
First we recall some definitions and resultsfrom Part I of this paper [2] . K. F. R o t h [12] was the first who studied the irregularities of distribution of sequences relative to arithmetic progressions. It follows from his results that Ì ÓÖ Ñ 1 ( R o t h [12] Binary sequences with strong pseudorandom properties play a crucial role in cryptography and elsewhere. Thus in [7] , M a u d u i t and Sá r kö z y initiated a new constructive and quantitative approach to study pseudorandomness of binary sequences E N Ô e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N Õ È Ø ¡ 1, 1Ù
N .
(1) Among others, in [7] they introduced the following measures of pseudorandomness of binary sequences:
Ò Ø ÓÒ 1º The well-distribution measure of the binary sequence (1) N is said to possess strong pseudorandom properties or, briefly, it is considered a "good" PR (= pseudorandom) sequence if both W ÔE N Õ and C k ÔE N Õ (at least for "small" k) are small. There are many papers written on these measures and constructions of "good" PR sequences, see Part I of this paper [2] for some related results and references.
We pointed out in Part I that in the applications one also needs binary sequences of form (1) such that their "short" but "not too short" subsequences E N Ôn, M Õ Ô e n 1 , e n 2 , . . . , e n M Õ (2) (say of length M with N 1¡c M N for some c 0) also possess strong PR properties. Thus our goal is to look for binary sequences of this type. First in this series we focus on the measure W (and we will study C k , resp. the combination of W and C k later).
It follows from Theorem 1 and an upper bound estimate for
given by M a t o uš e k and S p e n c e r [6] that for all N È N we have
Note that M a t o uš e k and S p e n c e r proved their upper bound by an existence proof, and no constructive proof is known. Indeed, the best known construction (presented in [4] in 1978) gives only
In Part I first we introduced a weighted version W α of the measure W for studying subsequences:
Ò Ø ÓÒ 3º If E N is the binary sequence E N in (1) and 0 α 1ß2, then the weighted α-well-distribution measure of E N is defined as
We also needed the following modification of this measure: Ò Ø ÓÒ 4º If E N is the binary sequence E N in (1) and 0 α 1ß2, then the modified α-well-distribution measure of E N is defined as
Next we showed that for a truly random E N È Ø ¡ 1, 1Ù
N the W α measure of it is around N 1ß2¡α (we present this result here in a slightly simplified but less sharp form):
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 2º Assume that 0 α 1ß2. Then for all ε 0 there are numbers N 0 N 0 ÔεÕ and δ δÔεÕ such that if N N 0 , then for a truly random sequence
N with probability 1ß2
A trivial lower bound for m α ÔN Õ is
We conjectured that much more is true:
ÓÒ ØÙÖ 1º For 0 α 1ß2 we have
Note that by (3) this is true for α 0. For α 0 we have not been able to improve on (5). Thus instead we proved two theorems which can be considered as partial results towards the lower bound part of this conjecture: first we gave a lower bound for m α ÔN Õ, and then we proved a lower bound for W α ÔE N Õ from which it follows that for almost all E N È Ø ¡ 1, 1Ù
N the W α measure of E N is greater than the lower bound in (6) divided by a logarithm factor:
In this paper our goal is to study certain special sequences Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove that the upper bound in (3) can be extended to the case of general α as presented in Conjecture 1; namely, we have not been able to extend the existence proof given by M a t o uš e k and S p e n c e r in [6] . On the other hand, we will be able to extend and sharpen the constructive upper bound (4) in various directions by giving constructive proofs. First in this section we will give a partial answer to the questions asked at the end of Section 1 in [2] : we will show that the truncated Rudin-Shapiro sequence is well-distributed in short blocks of consecutive elements of it, in other words, W α is small uniformly in α for this sequence.
The Rudin-Shapiro sequence [13] , [15] plays a role of basic importance in harmonic analysis. Its definition is the following:
First we define pairs of polynomials P 2 n ÔzÕ, Q 2 n ÔzÕ Ô n 0, 1, 2, . . . Õ of degree 2 n ¡ 1 by the following recursion: Let
and if P 2 n ÔzÕ and Q 2 n ÔzÕ have been defined for a non-negative integer n, then let
It can be shown easily by induction on n that § § P 2 n ÔzÕ § §
for n 0, 1, 2, . . . and all z 1
. . and all z 1.
It follows from these upper bounds and the Parseval formula that the maximum of the polynomials P 2 n ÔzÕ, Q 2 n ÔzÕ on the unit circle is less than a constant multiple of their mean square; this is the most important property of these polynomials. Clearly, the construction above defines a unique binary sequence
such that (Their proofs and further formulas can be found in [11] .)
Denote the coefficients of the polynomial
and write S 2 n Ô s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s 2 n ¡1 Õ. Then by (7) we have 
We will also need
for n 0, 1, 2, . . .
In the remaining sections we will use some facts which are nearly trivial. We will call these facts propositions, and in some cases we will give a hint, but we will always omit the details.
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 1º If a binary sequence
All the sums a x a x y ¤ ¤ ¤ a x ty considered when computing W ÔA M Õ are also considered when computing W ÔD M N Õ.
. . , r 2 n 1 ¡1¨i s a concatenation of R 2 n and S 2 n thus by Proposition 1 and Theorem 3 we have
which proves the corollary.
Now we are ready to prove our main result in this section:
It follows trivially from this theorem that ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 2º For all 0 α 1ß2 and every N È N we have
in particular,
By (9), the Rudin-Shapiro sequence completely satisfies the requirement formulated at the end of Section 1 of [2] This follows from the recursive formula (7) .
On the left-hand side we have the absolute value of the greatest sum j e a jb , where the subscripts a jb form an arithmetic progression contained in Ôn 0 , n 0 1, . . . , n k ¡1Õ. The numbers n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k¡1 split this arithmetic progression into at most k pieces, and the absolute values of the sums over these pieces can be 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.
We have seen that the behaviour of the measure W is completely satisfactory for the truncated Rudin-Shapiro sequence. On the other hand, in case of the correlation measure the situation is just the opposite. Indeed, by Theorem 3 in [8] we have Ì ÓÖ Ñ 5º For N È N and N 4 we have
N.
Thus if we want to make W α ÔE N Õ and the correlation measures C k ÔE N Õ small simultaneously, then we have to look for a different sequence. We will return to this problem in a subsequent paper.
Upper bounds for small values of W α for fixed α by using the Legendre symbol
Recall from Section 1 that by (3) we have
and this is sharp apart from the value of the constant c 3 but the proof of this is an existence proof. The best known construction presented in 1978 in [4] gives only the much weaker bound in (4), and since that no improvement has been made on this estimate. This upper bound was achieved by considering the following construction:
If N È N and p is a prime with p N, then define the sequence
where Ô n p Õ denotes the Legendre symbol. Choosing here p as the greatest prime p with p
, it is easy to see by using the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality [10] , [16] that this sequence satisfies (4) with E p N in place of E N . First, we will extend this construction to estimate small values of W α for any fixed α, and we will also improve on it slightly (in particular, we will be able to remove the logarithm factor from (4)). 
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 6º
so that for the sequence E p N defined by (11) we have
where c 5 is an absolute constant (independent of α).
Compare this upper bound with the upper bound for W α ÔR N Õ in (10): in (10) the exponent of N is 
(Indeed, this is better than (4) by a factor Ôlog N Õ 2ß3 .) P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 6. The proof will be based on a result of M o n t g om e r y and V a u g h a n [9]: Ä ÑÑ 1º There is an absolute constant c 6 such that for N È N, N 2 there is a prime p satisfying
(Here and in the rest of this paper we define Ô n p Õ 0 for p n.) P r o o f o f L e m m a 1. This follows from (ii) in the Corollary in [9] by taking any θ 1ß2 there (and using also the prime number theorem).
We will also need 
where a, b, t È N and
It follows from (18) that
If Ôb, pÕ 1, then by the definition of dÔp, Y Õ and (20) we have
If Ôb, pÕ 1, then we have b p thus it follows from (19) that
Thus we have
Ôfor Ôb, pÕ 1Õ. (22) (16) follows from (17), (21) and (22) which completes the proof of the lemma.
In order to prove the statement of the theorem we use Lemma 1 with N 2Ô1¡αÕ 3
in place of N. We get for N large enough that there is a prime p satisfying (12) such that (14) holds. Then by the definition of W α , (12), (14), (15) and Lemma 2 we have
which completes the proof of Theorem 6.
For 0 α Ô 1ß2Õ one can improve further on the upper bound in (13) by using the Burgess inequality: and (14) holds, then we have
where c 9 is an absolute constant (independent of α).
Observe that the exponent in (13) 
where c 10 is an absolute constant.
(Here c 10 30 can be taken [18] .)
In order to estimate W α ÔE p N Õ in the theorem again we use Lemma 2:
since we have p N 1¡α by the upper bound for p in (24) and α 1ß2. By α 0 here we have max
where F ÔHÕ H ¡α dÔp, HÕ.
It remains to estimate F ÔHÕ for H È Ô0, N×. To do this, we split the interval Ô0, N× into subintervals. To define these subintervals we introduce the following notations:
Let R be a positive integer large enough in terms of α which will be fixed later. Let
4Ôr¡1Õr log p for r 3, 4, . . . , R 1 and t R 2 0 (where p is the prime p defined in the theorem). A simple computation shows that if N is large enough (in terms of α), then we have Ôlog pÕ
with
By (30) and (31) we have
For 2 r R we have
and clearly, v r v r 1 for r 2, α 1ß2.
It follows from (34), (35) and (36) that
By (33) for R , clearly, we have
Comparing the exponents of p in (37) and (38), we get that
Ô1 ¡ αÕ by α 1ß2.
Thus it follows from (37) and (38) that for every R large enough we have
Now we fix the value of R: let R be the smallest integer R with R 2 for which (39) holds. Then it follows from (26), (27), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (37) and (39) that
whence (25) follows using that the prime p satisfies (24) (note that this choice of p balances the two terms in (40)) and this completes the proof of Theorem 7.
Conditional upper bound for the Legendre symbol construction
In Section 3 we estimated W α ÔE 
We will call (41) 
Then for every α and ε with 0 α 1ß2 and ε 0 there is a number N 0 
(We remark that here we will need only the special case of Lemma 4 when D consists of consecutive residues, i.e., it is of form D Ø n, n 1, . . . , n mÙ, and this special case of the lemma was proved and used already in 1952 by D a v e n p o r t and E r dő s [3] . However, we prefered to present the lemma here in this more general form since in the sequel of this paper and other related problems where we will use the same method we will need this greater generality.) We will use Lemma 4 with D 
